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[FONT=Verdana]Verdana[/FONT] seems to be the
default for web browser on the Mac OS X. You may
think this is a good thing and is something worth
pursuing, but to me it’s an identity crisis. Take a
look at the screenshot above and it’s easy to see
why it’s an identity crisis. The font you choose
should inform the reader of your intent to convey a
particular message. A realistic font like
[FONT=”Times New Roman”]Times[/FONT] or
[FONT=”Courier”]Courier[/FONT] is going to be
less likely to alienate readers because it’s clear
what the writer/designer is trying to say. That’s
why Verdana, with it’s soft edges, thin lines, bland
color, and large space between characters is
completely unappealing. It’s a “Don’t bother me”
type of font. [FONT=Verdana]Times[/FONT] on
the other hand, will help make sure readers know
your writing is a serious matter. Verdana is also a
bit difficult to read from a distance because of the
close lines and the large amount of space between
characters. In the screenshot above it’s very
difficult to read even when you’re just a few feet
away. It’s a large space between the characters



and the font itself is very small. Add to this the fact
that the font is under specified, as Verdana is also
known as an ASCII font, which means that it does
not include the ligatures that make it easier to
read. If you’ve ever used a touch screen display on
a smartphone or tablet you’ll see what I mean.
You’ll also notice that the letters of the name of my
blog is very very difficult to read. Had I used
[FONT=”Times New Roman”]Times[/FONT] it
would have been much easier to read.
[FONT=”Verdana”]Times[/FONT] – More readable
[FONT=�
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